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Editorial

THEpresent number of CHILD AND MAN inaugurates
a new policy-that of devoting a whole number to

one particular aspect of the education founded by
Rudolf Steiner. This new start is fittingly made with a number

devoted to the age of the Nursery Class, in which all people
concerned in education must be deeply interested because in

it are laid the foundation of the child's knowledge, character,
and capacities. In future numbers of the magazine from time

to time will similarly be devoted to some special subject or

aspect of the education.

Growth of Body and Growth of Mind

ONEcan almost speak of growth of body versus growth
of mind, for powers of the mind really only begin to

unfold when some of the most vital processes of

bodily growth have begun to slow down, and successive stages
towards awakened consciousness are reached as certain parts
of the bodily organism densify and complete some particular
process of growth. The first few years of a child's life are,

above all, devoted to bodily development. To quote one

authority:* "The processes of growth which operate in the

• Report on Nursery Schools by the Board of Education (1931).
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human organism are more numerous, more delicatelybalanced,
and more rapid during childhood than at any other period
of life."

Suppose one takes the Biblical .spa.nof three-s?o:eyears. a?d
ten as representing a norm?) lifetime, and.divides this in

two. During the first half life-forces prev?tland the body
increases in stature and strength-after thirty-five counter

forces prevail which eventually bring about death. From birth

on these death-forces have been present, but during_the years
when growth was still vigorous they passed un!1ot1ced.The

followingfact emerges: growth of body characterizes the early
years of a man's life, and growth of mind the !ater years.
(One may object that actually a man's mental state ts often less

vigorous at seventy than at thirty-five, and, unfortunately, that

may be true of to-day. The causes, ?owever,.?ust be sought
in early errors of education and other conditions of modern
life prejudicial to health.)

3,5
Birth---------:1-----70 years.

Greatest growth, years Least growth,
least consciousness. most awakened

consciousness.

People with young children discover that it is in the third

year that the first :flashes of self-consciousness occur. Some
mothers notice a change at about two and a half, others nearer

the third birthday---development is, of course, individual
but around this time something new can be remarked by those

listening to childish talk. The early lisping speech is not con

nected with consciousness of self, but now, not only does
the child begin to say "I" (or more often "me") when referring
to himself, but entirely new forms of speech enter for the first
time into his vocabulary, as is shown in the article on Nursery
Class Conversations. Even before the dramatic moment when
the individuality arriving on the earth finds himself in his

earthly body, consciousness has been there, though of a much
more dreamy nature. I am tempted to alter a,couple ?f W?rds
towards the end of one of Walter de la Mares charming little

poems to make it describe this:
'
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"Hide and seek," say I
To myself as I step
Out of the dream of sleep
Into the dream of wale.

Consciousness exists then even in these mysterious three
years to which memory does not extend, for in later life we

shall only be able to look ba':kas far as th:i,tpoint when .we had
the first flashes of self-consciousness. This marks the time too
when the brain, from which flow the shaping forces for the

organs of the body, can begin to function as an organ for
thinking. The thinking, though, is of a different nature from
what it will become after the change of teeth, when forces
up to then needed for shaping bodily organs will be available
for shaping ideas. Mystery and magic shroud those early yea;s
which we cannot enter by the door of memory, when the brain
was acting as a Tree of Life and had not yet changed into the
Tree of Knowledge. Yet in those years we raised ourselves
from the ground to assume an uprigh!posture unknown to
God's creatures outside the human family, and also learnt the

speech of our fellows.
.

.Still less can we connect consciousness as we now know tt

with the time before birth. If the greatest powers of growth
between birth and death belong to the first years, even here we

find them slackening when compared with the pre-natal period.
Picture the tremendous powers of growth that must be at W?rk
on the invisible organism, and ?s it gradually takes on p?ys1?al
existence how these powers delicatelyshape the extraordinarily
complicated.systems of oi:gans. Even crude ?easure?erits of
size and weight are amazing; for the human infant increases

its weight by one per cent each day during the last month
before birth. Were it to continue to grow at this rate we should
have babies a year old weighing two hundred pounds, and

young people of twenty as big as the earth! In quite o?her
ways also the growth processes undergo a change at birth.
For instance, in the central nervous system no new cells are

formed after birth. Growth processes show many varied forces
at work; the cells multiply and increase in size; some of them
become specialized, renouncing further individual life; the

specialized cells become organized and so lend ?hemselvesto
a particular function. The fact, then, that cells which have been
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built up to form the brain do not further subdivide or even

enlarge verr much after birth-. the enlargement of the brain

after birth is due to the enlarging of non-nervous elements

makes it clear that even at birth itself certain vital elements of

growth are withdrawing.
.

In drawing a line, therefore, to represen.tgrowth from.birth

(or co?cep?ion)?o death, one mu?t make it descend, wh?l<:an

ascending line will represent consciousness and mental activity:

Birth

The realization of the fact that these two factors in human

life do not run together, but in counter directions, has the

greatest practical significancethroughout the whole of life, but

also a very special significance for all those responsible for

children during the time which should be devoted to the

upbuilding of the bodily organism. For undue mental stimula

tion can undoubtedly upset the delicate balance of these

antagonistic forces on which depends the health of the body
at all times. If this balance is upset during the time when the

bodily organs are being developed, the result cannot help but

be permanent, since it will be engraved in the physical
structures themselves. Dr. Steiner has spoken in great detail

of the fact that a man may be hindered from attaining his

full faculties in later life through not being given the chance

of building up his bodJ:'rJghtlyin the early rears. Lack.of

understanding of the child s nature, and the failure to realize

what is involved tend to curtail the period of early childhood,
and hurry forward the time when the boy or ?irl begins to

participate in the complexities of modern adult life.

Many pictures,come to ?me's.mind when ?ontra?tingthe

beginning of mans earthly life with the end ?f 1?;for msta?c?,
one is often moved to reverence the purity in the child s
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nature, or be filled with awe at the boundless measure of
their trust. Sometimes the "clouds of glory" envelopingyoung
children draw very close. Many old people attain to a wisdom
which gives them poise and peace, and win from their varied
life-experiencesa selflessness and insight which acts benignly
on those around them. But it is helpful to regard the first
seven years of life also from another point of view-.-to regard
them as the first of the three great stages in man's development
from birth to his coming of age at twenty-one. These three

stages have so often been characterized in CHILD AND MAN
that I need only allude to them very briefly here. Their

recognition plays a very 'important part in the education

inspired by Rudolf Steiner. The first period, from birth to the

change of teeth, is the time particularlydevoted to the develop
ment of the body; the time from the change of teeth to puberty
is concerned with the unfolding of the soul life, and the

period from puberty to about the age of twenty-one is the time
when the spiritual activity of thinking becomes strengthened.

The first period of seven years is different from all sub

sequent periods insofar as the form as well as the substance
of the human body is then changed, and· the thoroughness
of the change is outwardly recognizable in the phenomenon
of the change of teeth. Since it is well established that it is

during periods of greatest growth that most influence is
exercised from without, quite a peculiar responsibility rests

upon educators, i.e. parents and teachers, during the first

stage of life. In the chapter on the influence of environment

on growth in the Report on Nursery Schools already referred

to, the following passage occurs: "External conditions do not

act with equal intensity at all stages in the growth of a develop
ing organism, but the effect of environment is more noticeable
at the period when growth is more active." Dr. Steiner has
shown how important are psychological as well as physical
influences in the environment of the child. This responsibility
is not therefore discharged when the physical needs of the
child are provided for in the shape of fresh air and hygienic
surroundings and scope for free activity, essential as these are;
there still remains the need the child has for seeing actions

that it is good for him to copy .during this time when his

imitative faculties are at their height-for seeing arid hearing
[sJ



Birth to Three Tears

Although the whole of the first seven years is needed to

elaborate the forms of the body, yet by far the greatest gr?wth
takes place in the first two and a half to three years, esEec1ally
in the head. As far as the brain and nervous system is con

cerned a certain stage of completion is then reached, so much

so tha?we can speak of the child as havi?g"learnt !o thi?k."
The characteristic feature of the first period, then,.rs particu
larly emphasized in the fir?tthree y?ars: The policy of non

interference applies emphatically to this ?1me.Ev?ry<?neknows

the irreparable harm that can be done if the child :s coerced

into· walking before he is ready for it. T?at the ?htldbe !eft
free to develop at his own pace and along his own. Imes applies,
of course, to the whole of the first stage. pr. Stem er ?ay? th?t
the child needs the love of those around him to help him in his
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things that will lay a firm foundation for his life of willing,
feeling, and thinking later on.

, . .

A very important fact about the ea:lypart of man s hfe ts

that during the first seven years there IS alreadra foreshad?w
ing of the two subsequent stages;I

.

would hk? to d?scr1be
some of the ways in.whi??a ma? s hfe up to h!s coming of

age has a reflection m miniature m the first period, between

birth and the change of teeth. This first period has alre?dy
been characterized as being devoted to the body, a stage w?1ch
finds its reflection in the years up to three; the second .penod,
from the change of teeth to puberty, has been des?r1bed.as
above all the time when the soul life unfolds, and this has its

counterpart between three and five; the.t!mebetwe:? puberty
and twenty-one, when one sees the spmt sJow}ynsmg_ ?rom
the depths and becoming more and more act?vem th? spiritual
sphere of thinking-this time is reflected m the life of the

young child between five and seven.

Body
Soul

Spirit

Dtfltlopment
in wnolt childhood

Birth to 7

7 to 14

14 to 21

Deoelopment
in first period

Birth to 3

3 to 5
5 to 7

.-?

endeavours to walk upright; while learning to speak it is
above all the trust in their hearts and words that will give him
strength;.when he is learning to think he requires clarity of
thought m the minds of all those with whom he comes in
contact.

Three to Five Tears
The powers that unfold between. three and five are powersof the soul as well as powers of the body. At three the child is

often very passionate-what he wants he wants desperately,
and the intensity of his emotions has not yet begun to be
controlled by the power of thought. New interests, however,
awaken for him every day, and he learns extraordinarily quicklyhow to adjust himself to outer life, if loving help is given him
during his outburstsof temper. Sometimes one sees a child,
hitherto a model of good behaviour because still enveloped in
dreams, quite suddenly pierce through the mists that cling to
him, and whereas before he did what he was shown almost
inevitably, now he becomes so

.

interested in doing all the
wonderful things that occur to him from one moment to
another that he no longer even hears what he is asked to do
and fiercely resents interference. The power of rhythms, how
ever, to which children become very susceptible, can now work
harmonizingly,especially in the form of Eurhythmy. Rhythms
of movement and speech and music are wonderfully blended
in Dr. Steiner's art of Eurhythmy, and it is a blessing that it
can be adapted for children even from the age of three. It is
at this age that the first steps are taken which lead the human
being towards the outside world away from his inner world of
dreams. I? is a matter of vital importance whether he is allowed
to emerge gradually and in his own way, or whether his
development is hindered and he is hurried into something less
right for him by over-stimulatinginfluences in his surround
ings or the anxiety of those about him that he should begin
to conform to grown-up standards of life. A normal child
between three and five cannot boast of many social qualities;
how should he? Must he not find himself before he can discover
others? The incarnating being that was formerly living in
spiritual spheres descended at birth into the depths of the
bodily organis_m,where it had a tremendous task to fulfil.
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What we see emerging ?ound.about th?eeis only a dim.shadow

picture, by no means dts?laym&'t?e wisdom of the _bemgwho

has been shaping the brain until it can become an u?strument
for his thought, who has raised the heavy plu?p little baby

body until it can withstand the forces of gravity; who has

mastered the intricacies of learning a language rll:rou?hthe

powers of imitation; who now makes use ?f the bram .smce he

has learnt to think. It is for us to help this shadow pt?ture to

become a true picture, and not for us to attempt to tmp?ess
other forms-above all, those arising from the mecham.cal
side of our civilization-in the place of the true forms which

are striving to unfold themselves.
. .

Although even to the end of this _period_a child ts by no

means a social being, yet in comparison w1? the first three

years other children mean a ?reat deal ?o ?117:1.Need!ess.to

say it is a quarrelsome age-sm?e the child is JUS?begmnmg

to realize his ego, but to the relief of all conc.erned,even the

fiercest disputes are but momentary. Two children want the

same toy at the same moment; if their shouts of "me want it"

bring no result they become red m the face, and waste no more

words but concentrate on the business in hand. Yet even then

anything may create a diversion and avert bl?ods?ed.T?e toy

is then forgotten and they become wreathed m smiles, without

a shade of a grudge against their ?nta?onist.
The period we have been considering corresponds then to

the school period that comes between the change of teeth and

puberty roughly from seven to fourteen years. This is not a

period ?arked by rapid skeletal growth, but by more subtle

growth processes. Perhaps I may call attention here to the

growth curve given in the Report already referred to and

quote from the text:

During the first year of post-natal life the babe grows rafidly,and this period

may be called the.firstspringing-upptriod. From one to five it grows more slowly

and more steadily. This is the fi,:stfilli!g-outptriod. From.five t? sev? there

is a stcond springing-upptriod'. I.tis at this stage that th? child rapidly increases

in height, loses his milk dentition, and begins to .cut his .permanentteeth, an?
becomes thin and long in the leg ••••

At seven his head rs almost as large a? 1t

ever will be. Between seven and eleven or twelve
• • • oc?urs th?second ft/1111g

out period •••
followed by a third springing-upptriod associated with puberty.

During the first three years the head had been growing very
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rapidly; between three and five the rhythmic system had

.

dev?lopedgreater independence, and now one finds that the

period fro? five to seven, which is a miniature foreshadowing
of the ?er1od.of ado?escence?is characterized by rapid growth
of the limbs Just as rs the bigger period between puberty and

twenty-one, and at about five much cartilage becomes hardened
into bony tissue.

Five to Seven Tears

Be?een ?e ages of five and seven, as during the corre

sponding period from puberty to the coming of age, there is
much skeletal growth. In both cases it is now the limbs that
lengthen a?d harden. The chubby little girls and boys begin
to lose their roundness, and as the limbs lengthen the body
becomes leaner. Here one meets with another fact which has
to be taken into account: while growth has been from the
head downwards to the limbs, activity started in the limbs and
then reached the head. Long before the child could think
he was active in his limb system. Now, at five, he will sit

quite still for a considerable time if he is absorbed in a story.
Boys or girls over fourteen will voluntarily apply themselves
to concentrated study. In both cases there is a great increase
in their capacity for mental activity; in the child between five
and seven it shows in his rich life of imagination and increased

powers of memory, in the adolescent in his powers of abstract

thought. Quite astonishing capacities for invention arise in a

healthy child at about five; in his play, in his speech, in his

drawings, wonderful new forces appear. To this is added a

vivid memory, and as the memory becomes every day more

capable, the first beginnings of discipline as such can be very
gradually introduced. These dawning.powersof memory must,
however, in no wise be forced, but left entirely free until
after the change of teeth, otherwise a strain will be put on

the whole organism which will leave lasting results.
At twenty-one the young person takes over the guidance of

his own life; at the change of teeth, which closes the period
from five to seven, the human being takes over his own body
in place of the inherited one, this being the first great step
towards leading his own individual life.

GERTRUDE H. SARGEANT.
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What we do in the Nursery Class

MANYpeople to-day concern themselves with the

problems presented by children of pre-school age.
Innumerable theories and ideas are discussed; a great

deal of devoted work is done and many excellent observations

are recorded. Yet as the individual teacher or parent stands

before her child or children, she finds, generally speaking, that

if only she could answer 'One question, many of her problems
would be solved.

"What " she asks "is the nature of this child and how can

I help b;st to bringto birth his developing indivfduality?"
Dr. -Steiner, from his deep kno'!ledge?f human life on the

earth, has helped us to answer this q?es?10?;
,,

He points o.ut that the yo?ng .cb1ldis asleep, so far as

consciousness is concerned, in his head and neural system
and "awake" and exceedingly conscious in his lim':>s.?t the

same time, the bodily gro?th forc?sare most active m the

head of a little child, while the limbs are soft and com

paratively unformed. (An interesting fact in this connection is

that the percentage '!hich th: brain.contributes to the weight
of the body in a man is 2 • I 6, in a child I 2 • 29. It has also been

found that by about the age of two, the child's brain has

attained 60 per cent of its adult size, and by the ?ge of seven

the size is practicallythat of an ?dult.) The child do.esnot

use his brain consciously as we do m order to express himself,
because it is in the process of being formed. He does express
himself in his limbs and movements.

Dr. Steiner also emphasizes the importance of the great
imitative powers ·in children at this a?e .. Thi.simitation is there

because the children do not, as yet, distinguish clearly between

themselves and the world around them. Quite unconsciously,
their-attitude is one of reverent wonder. Their being flows out

into the world, and, uncriticized, everything ar?>Un?them

flows in and is echoed there. It has been expressed in this way,
that the child, at this age, is a resonant instrument upon which

the world plays.
Even when we have grasped these two fundamental

principles of imitation and will-activity which run right through
the early years, we still find very marked differences among
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children in the Nursery Class according to age. Dr. Steiner
says t?at the education of the little baby should consist princi
pally m the self-education of those around him. It is our task
!n !he?eyears to make ourselves worthy of their unconscious
rmrtation. From three to five, the blood circulation and
breathing are beginning to developmore fully. Because these
are rhythmic functions, the child loves repetitive games; it
loves to repeat some simple action or to say the same words
over and over again. In the fifth year the formative forces,
having completed part of their work on the body, become
released as vivid fancy: the child's games then pass from
simple repetition to increasinglyimaginativeadventures. From
now until the change of teeth at about the seventh year, the
imagination is growing, and at the same time the child is
becoming increasinglyaware of the earth as his home. It is
during this period, too, that the child gradually distinguishes
the authoritative position of the adult. If his previous develop
ment has been harmonious, he now shows belief in adults
and becomes consciously susceptible to guidance. His drawings
begin to contain highly imaginative ideas, instead of being
rhythmic scribbles whose only aim was the joy of making them.

The foregoing facts among others can help us to answer this
question: "What is the nature of the child and how can I
help best to bring to birth his developing individuality?"
In our. work at Michael Hall we bear these points in mind.

The main plan of the work in the Nursery Class can be
described by saying that in the first part of the morning the
teacher predominates and stands before the children, to
awaken their consciousness, by giving them pictures of the
world and of man in such a way that the children can take
part actively in what is given them. The second part of the
morning, on the other hand, consists of the children following,
in a more unconscious way, their own impulses, in games
and play. ·

Every morning, before the children come, the teacher of
the Nursery Class and the helpers sit quietly together .for a

few minutes and think of the significance of their work.
As the children arrive, the next half an hour or so is devoted

to taking off outdoor clothes, finding indoor shoes, and button

ing up overalls.
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By the time the children have all arrived and become

accustomed to each other, to the classroom, and-to the teacher

-with new children this takes some time-there is a circle

of chairs ready and everyone sits down. There is generally a

discussion as to who shall sit by whom, and many of the

children eagerly try to tell the teacher and the other children

something very important that has happened to them, such

as "There is a yellow crocus in my garden and a one and

another one and lots more," or "I've got a green 'bus at

home," and so on.

After we have gathered in a circle, we say our morning
prayer together. In simple words, we speak quietly of the lo!e
that there is in heaven and earth, in mother and father, m

birds, beasts, and stones and in all loving people.
Story telling follows. For the younger children of ?ree and

four, it will be a short description of simple actions; f?r
instance, one may describe a farmer gomg o?t to look at ?ts
growing wheat and the blue sky, and th,engoing home ?gam.
For the little ones under five there need. be no thread in the

story. They are perfectly satisfied with isolated actions and

w they love to hear the names of 1:hing?a?d rejoJcein rich

sounding words. The fantasy and 1magmat10!1which dt:,velop
in children of five and over can be fed and guided healthily by
good fairy stories. Through these one can give the children, in

a form which they can take, the whole story of man and his

destiny on earth. This is another way in which the nursery
class prepares the ground for the future, when the children

will learn in detail the story of man in history, literature, and

religion lessons.
The children have been sitting quietly listening to the story

and are now ready for something more active. We usually
follow the story-telling with the saying of short, simple poems
accompanied by movements of the hands and feet. On other

mornings we may have singing games in English, French, or

German. Or again this time may be devoted to rhythmical
movement to music.

The children have been moving freely and are now ready
for a period of concentration, for the main occupation of the

day. This can take different forms. It may be artistic work

such as drawing, modelling, or painting; or it may be a
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practical activity, such as cooking,gardening, or sewing; or it
may take th? form of wa?chii:iga gro?n-up I?erson do a piece
of work: t?1sfor the child is as active an interest as doing
the work himself. Whatever the work is, the teacher stands
before the children and does the work herself. and then out
of their powers of imitation, the children will ?ant to do the

same. thing. This is the only healthy way of teaching children
of this :1ge. If this pa?t of ?hemorning is given in the right way,
the children s chaotic will powers find an outlet which will
become later the faculty of a firm and vigorous will. All the
time th:tt one is working with children under seven, one has
to re1;11md.oneself again and again, that it is the physical
?rganism one is hel?ing to build up. It is not in the least
important that the children should remember a certain number
of French and German songs or that one should have adult
standards in mind when looking at their drawings. It is

important that the children· are helped through their games
and occupations to gain full powers over the faculties which
later, at the right time, they can so easily use in learning to
read and write and calculate.

After the main occupation of the day, preparations are

made for lunch. In saying a short grace before lunch, we can

bring a feeling of gratitude and harmony to the children as

they think for a minute or two -of the great cosmic processes
of the sunlight, the air, the rain, and the earth that have
helped to build up the fruits of the earth, that we eat at meal
times.

After lunch the children play for the rest of the morning,
and during this time one can observe them very fully. One
can see how the little ones, between three and five, play the
same games over and over again. A little boy, who had a wide
choice of toys, chose for weeks at a time to play always with a

rocking-horse; and day after day a four-year-oldgirl prepared
breakfasts. The children over five are noisy, more vigorous,
more full of ideas. They play in groups, too, while the

yo?nger children are happy to play alone or with one other
child.

Twelve o'clock and it is time to go home. Ideally, children
should be at home with their parents until ids time for them
to go to school at the age of six or seven. Unfortunately,
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M. Rows,

modern c-onditions make this very difficult, and there is in

consequence the need for good nursery schools where the
child can be cared for not only in his body, but in his soul and

spirit as well.

Nursery Class Conversations

"Goonmorning, John; you're :first this morning!' "Me

:first dis morning ... me first" (reflectively,while shoes

are being changed). "Me first, ... ?e :first!}sWe?dy
here, is Robert here? Where's all de udder children? (running
off to look for them). He is a round, sol??n little ?OYjust·
turned three, serious and slow (though this is ch:tnging)a?d
his whole countenance lights up with a .. shy, fnendly smile

when he greets you. While repeating "me first" he s?ookh!s
large head, and one might have thought some philosophic
argument was going on i?side it, started by the words "!lle
:first " therefore it was a slight shock to find that the meaning
of thewords-at any rate what they had implied-had escaped
him and that he was merely echoing the sounds. A slightly
old;r child would have realized at once that if he were first, the

other children would not have arrived.

Two boys come running up the path with happy shouts,
followed by a quieter little girl. She is five and a half, a year
older than these boys and she takes off her hat and coat,

changes her shoes, and dons her o':erallin a m_asterlyfashi?n·
Meantime the boys have been talking hard, without listening
to each other or making any attempt to remove hat and coat.

Upon the teacher remarking how grown-up Ruth is "able to

get ready all alone," one of the boys interrupts his flow of

words to say "I'm gro:w-upperer as her( but .stillhe n?eds
persuasion before he will demonstrate this fact in the desired

way. A few days before he had run up the garden path-he
rarely walks-holding one hand placed over the other as

though carrying something precious. "I've the sun in my
hands," he shouted. It was a sunny winter's morning, the first

after many dull days. "Oh, where's the sun?" asked another

child. "That one there?" inquired David, pointing to the sky.
"Here it is, in my two hands," declared Michael joyfully. He

[r+]

let the others peep, then danced off to the classroom to show it
to everyone there. For the moment there could be no question
of removing gloves or coat, so intent was he on guarding his
treasure. Another day a little fellow of four came into the
classroom and, turning to the teacher, said very seriously: "I
been up dere," pointing to the sky. "I been up dere, I have
. . . right up into the sky, into the moon; the moon

• . •
and

it bumped and bumped and bumped ..•

" (rocking himself
from side to side).

Such talk as this about the sun and moon is by no means

-, infrequent, and it tends to show, among other things, how
unfettered are children of this age. They live in a wonderful
world where anything may happen. They may, indeed, after
the dawning of self-consciousness at three, have some dim

presentiment of two spheres of existence; at this time such

expressions as "I think, I believe" enter their vocabulary,*
but their world remains essentially a unity in spite of that, for
the sphere of their imagination is not kept distinct from what

happens sensibly, and will not be before the change of teeth.
Nor is their world split up by such considerations as what is

possible and what not, what is alive and what not, what is

good and what not-even what is themselves and what not.

Limitations of space and time do not concern them (grown
ups are all the more concerned when they are endeavouring to

get a child somewhere by a certain time). As for space, children
often reach out their hands and jump in their efforts to get
something that is hanging from a tall tree, or even stretch out

their hands to the stars. Here is a speech of Michael's;delivered
with much vigour, as all his utterances are: "When I play the

pinano I dance so well, and go up and down, up and down,
till I stick to the ceilingI"

A little girl of five was telling her companion that she was

expecting a younger child· to tea that afternoon, and being
already a charming little hostess, plans were discussed for her
entertainment.

ANNE. I have got a baby doll and it's china and it has cracked its head. I am

going to put it away when Juliette comes. She does not like china dolls,
does she? ·

???????????

• See Language and Thought of the Child, by Jean Piaget.
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RlGH?D. No. (He is Jaliette's 6rotntr.)
A. I'll put out some dirty dolls.

R. No, not dirty ones.

A. Well, Juliette likes soft dolls and all my soft dolls are dirty! Oh! (eagerly)
Does she like rubber dolls ?

R. Yes, she likes rubber ones.

A. (greatly relitfJet!). Then rn p?t out the rubber one.

The following notes were taken at the end of a painting
lesson. Three children only were left, the others having finished

their pictures and run off to play in the garden.

WENDY (aged 3.6*). I'm going to draw a snake.

RICHARD (aged 5.1). I'm going to paint canabals to eat you up. (Paints a 6lut

/Jand of colour.)
W. Those am't caramels.
R. "Canabals" I said. I'm goingto dress up as a canabal one day and eat you up.

W. I'm going to dress up as a cambamal one day and eat you up •••
and put

a big round towel on me

R. I shall bring fourteen hundred and ninety-ninedragons with me.

w. And so will I.

R. I will bring ten hundred and ninety-nine dragons with me.

W. And so will I.
...

This is a big donkey-or crab.

R. A donkey 1 a donkey? Oh!

W. Yes ('lJ"J a/Jsor/Jed in hr picture) I fink donkeys are like this.

R. No, they are not.

W. This is a funny donkey.
D. (aged 4.6). (Ht l,as 6ee11 painting his picture in siltnct a/1 tllis timt) Look

at my lovely picture, Miss S. I washted my brush.

R. No you didn't.
D. Yes I did, didn't I?

R. '(to the world at large). Do you like my paintingpicture?
W. Yes. Do you like my paintingpicture 1

R. No, I hate it.

W. Oh ! (ratller snallen, thtn in an aloof eoic«, fiery differentfrom her prt'Dious
10111)I'm not talking to you. I'm talking to somebody else

..••
Do you

know who I'm making? Well, I won't tell you. . . •
I'm going to make

a sun here
•••.

I thought I'd have to give it up (with a sigh).
R. Are you hiding? (8ne is still sitting 6y his side, painting.)
W. Yes.
R. From me or from Anne? (Anne is in the garden.)
W. From Miss S. (whois sitting in the room facing them, toling notts).
W. Miss S. isn't here.

R. Miss S. is here.

W. She's gone to America; she's gone •••
she's gone to England.

R. Yes, that's right. She is in England.
?--??????????

• Three years and six months.
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W. In our house.
R. This isn't our house, it's Miss S.'s house
W. It's our house-we come to school.

•

R. You don't know where our house is !

This last r?mark but one is just a case where the child
under seven Juxtaposes two ideas instead of linking them
logically.Wendy might have meant "It's our house because

yve c?me to .schoolhere," or she mightnot. In any case there
ts quite a difference between placing these two pictures side
by side, "It's our house" and "We come to school," and

l?av!ngthe relation of one to the other vague, and the precise
lmkmg of one thread of thought with another by the proper
use of the wor?"because.:'.Juxtaposition tends to be replaced
?Y the .expression of logical relationship later on, and it is

mterestmg t? see how different they are, and yet how one

may change into the other. In this particular instance the next

stage seems near.

The above has an unusual quality that these two children
were actually holding a conversation, that is, they are talking
to each other about the same subject. It so often happens when
children are together that, although they talk and talk--often
all at once-each one talks for himself alone. In this case the
little boy is in advance of his age (five years and one month)
and he kept the threads together.

One morning we had two little visitors who had come to

take part in the Eurhythmy Class. Most of the children were

getting flowers to prepare for a birthday festival, but David
was in the classroom with his little brother of two and a half·
he feels very responsible for "little brother" on these occasions'
and is charmingly helpful.

'

LITTLE BROTHER. I want to write.
DAVID. He can't, can he? I can do lovely drawings.(To me.) Put some writing

there, will you ? What are you going to write?
L.B. That is his face (pointingto the s/Jortlzand).
D. No, that's Miss S.'s writing. You're writing to yourself, am't you. Michael

wants a horse. (Darts off to fetch one for him a11d catches sight of something
tlse.) On the very tip-top, isn't it. Isn't it a nice little castle?

L.B. (still 'lltry interested i11 the 11otes).What you going to write dere, down

dere, down dere. Is a man's face dere? Make a funny man, make a funny
man, make a funny man. (Funny man's face IJUicltlymade at the /;ottom

of the page.)
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D W·n .
k his legs? Make the man's legs, will you ? And now make

• . 1 you ma e
,z• • J ) And khis body, will you 1 (Great enjoymentwh11 t11ts ts aon«,

.
n?? ma. e

his hair, will you 1 (This is fZdded.)Its like the Good Little Girls hair,
isn't it. She had such long h?r. (This alludes to the Mother Hol?eplay they
had seen.) Make the Sun, .will you? When you have hookted 1t on there

you must make it a bit crosswards lfor the sun was to nafJe a face too, and

DarJid noollted on the /Jodyand legs as well, also inside the circle)..
" .

David drew a chair next to the funny man and the Sun man, saymg, This

is the top· this is the leg; and this is the sitting bit."

(Enter an;thr LITTLE BROTHER of three). You can't cook there (in t/Je garden,
where /Je ./Jas 6een until nrr.o) because we must have some chairs there.

(A no6/e attempt at a difficult "because." He sits down 1,yt/Je fire a11d loolu

attenti'lJelyat the fireguard)Little doors that side. We could pull it open
and put the kettle on.

The following quaint c<?nversationhad been in the mind

of a little girl of nearly six for several
.
days, for she made

three other attempts before she brought it so far as this: "Miss

S., I told my Mamma I was going to ask you to le?dm? one

of your picture books for a few days, to look at. Miss S.

"Well then I should ask her if I were you." Ruth. "But I

don't know'whatshe'd say!" Miss S. "Well, you ask her and

see
" "Please, Miss S., will you lend me one of your picture

books?" She had been speaking to Miss S. all the time,
of course.

Two children went out into the garden to see how many

yellow crocuses had come up. Wendy pointed to one not yet
fully open and said: "That one finks its sleeping time." "Yes,"
said her companion; and pointing to one what was already
fading: "And that one's going down into the erf,"

Children play together.ha?pilyand most profitably, but

there is no real co-operation m work or play that lasts for

long among children under seven. Two children will certainly
play together-possibly even without quarrelling-for an hour

or more but if one listens carefully one finds little true co

operatio?.They love being together,.and seek each other out,
but there is not the same concern in what the other one is

doing that there will be later on.

I would like to conclude with two incidents from a much

earlier generationof Nursery Class chil?ren,who :t,re now well

on their way Uf> the school, and also with something from the

other Michael Hall Nursery School.

The children arrived at school all agog with the news that
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Cambridgehad won the boat race by a length and a half. In
those early days I was not so acclimatized to children of this
age, and much more ready to take their remarks at their face
value. They had many more things to say about the boat race,?nd I remember I felt v?ry impressed with their topical
!nfor?at1on.At the same time I felt a twinge of shame, for
it reminded me that I had not opened the paper that morning.
"Wonderful children to be able to follow events in this way,"I felt. Soon they were in the classroom playing until all should
be ready to assemble. One child clambered on to a long, low,
tressle table that stood there, and started to row. He was soon
joined by_others, until the boat _wasfull, and the crew rhythmi
cally rowing. To the accompaniment of a lovely sing-song they
moved.backwards and forwards, chanting "Oxford and
Cambridge won the boat race, Oxford and Cambridge won
the boat race."

. . . Only then did I realize that "won by a

length and a half" did not mean the same to them that it
did to me.

I was a visitor one morning at the Nursery Class attached
to Michael Hall, while the children were sitting round telling
each other stories. A little boy started off: "We went some

where, and we went to a big, big river, that is what we did,
and a big splash came over the boat." It is almost as sad to
have to read these stories without seeing the accompanying
gesture and hearing the manner of telling as it is to see black
and white reproductions of their drawings.This applies very
particularly to the next story, which was wonderfully told, in
a most impressive, controlled way, yet with every possible
variety of inflexion. This little boy of five started off with a

story rather reminiscent of Guy Fawkes Day, and decidedly
lurid and bloodthirsty. But he had no sooner said, "That is
the end of it," than he started off on a second one.

"A dragon came along. The dragon was going to kill him,
but he saw a little palacewith a big church on top and all the
soldiers round, and horses and guards waitingoutside, and--"
(the tale is here interrupted because the storyteller wishes to
blow his nose and cannot immediatelyfind his handkerchief.
As it is evidently going to be a lengthy business the teacher

suggests that perhaps someone else would like to tell a tale
meantime). Boy: "NO" (most emphatically). "Well, this
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dragon was kind he was a kind dragon, but he got unkinder

and unkinder, a?dsoon a ?rincec3.1;1eto kill him, and all the

eo le came outside ••• [interruptions]and then the people?eJ back home, now I ha?eanother story.'' A?ainsu?9estio!1s
that it was somebody else s turn. Boy [pleadmgly]: But its

only a little story, as big as my thumb, ?nd:well,this man :Vas
a shepherd and this man-[ aside] I ?o? t mmd people ho.ldmg
things up" (this because one of his listeners was holdmg a

stick up over his head). "Well, this shepherd had'n!any sheep.
He hadn't any big mother sheep, he had got tiny, '!eeny,
little ones, and they got big?erand bigger (very dramatically]
and bigger and bigger [with accompanymg gesture of the

arms], till theygot as big as all these children '!ere/And ?ey
went about and they used to play with all the little butterflies,
and pretend to eat them, when they was little, and baby foxes.

And sometimes in winter the shepherdhad to ?o out .andfin?
all those foxes because the foxes had been stealmg their food.

The other children· have been listening re?arkablywell, but

some now get restless and break away ..
Quietly ?ut fir?lythe

storyteller continues, as soon as there is an aud1.ence.Th.en
they get bigger and bigger, and some were a little too big,
and the sherherdhad a little baby, and the baby was a girl,
and this gir didn't have eyes like Bridget, different eyes"
look.ing intently at the little girls' eyes-"it was like Jill.
That's the end." It wasn't though, but he agreed to leave the

rest to tell us at lunch.

It is extraordinarily interesting to see what is and what is

not present in such a tale as that. Vivid and colourful pictures
arise and follow each other in quick succession, but what a

complete lack of effect following a cause. With the one excep
tion that the shepherd had t? find the == because theyhad

been stealing the foo?there 1s.no suggestion that one picture
is related in any definite way with the next. Yet on hearmg the

tale one was really impressed with the vitality and the power
of the speaker.He is in many ways a remarkably fine child, and

will have great possibilitiesif he can keep unharmed these

picture-formingpowers until, after the change of teeth, they
are metamorphosedgradually into forms of thought becoming
more and more logicaland abstract.

In the bad old days children used to be threatened with
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bogey men and dark cellars and told stories that no normal

person to-day would consider suitable for a moment. Parents
would not tolerate nurses who could not be trusted in this
respect; but is sufficient attention paid to the fact that one can

err not only in the content of one's words, but also in the form
speech takes? By the wrong sort of reasoning, calling for an

appreciation of cause and effect; by expectingmore concentra
tion than is healthy for the children to give, and a premature
stimulation to abstract thought, destructive influences reach
the child. There are many who do not yet realize the injurious
effects of cinemas on young children whose sense organs are

still being developed. Here it is the process which is harmful,
altogether apart from the type of film the children see, and

something of the same nature applies to the construction of the
sentences addressed to children. If it is felt desirable to reason

with a child, though this is frequently overdone or begun at

too early an age, at least the argument should be simple and

pictorial, and never abstractly logical.
This does not mean that we should speak "down,, to the

children, using baby language; that would harm them in two

ways: first, it would be artificial and young children are most

sensitive to anything insincere and untrue; secondly, it would

deprive them of a model to imitate. One can, however, call up
what is most alive in one's own speech, the faculty of image
making. Ordinarily our language is strewn with the corpses
of dead metaphors.

One can see that the younger the child is the more
.

he

imitates. At first he echoes the words of those he hears, addmg
funny sounds of his own, but long after he can construct fine

sentences for himself this imitation still goes on. It persists
throughout the period to the

. change of teeth, becoming
rapidly less frequent after five. The social element in speech
follows the same path; very young children talk for their own

sake even when surrounded by others; their remarks are not

generally addressed to special people unless they are com

mands or questions-and even their questions children often

answer themselves I This non-social element in speech con

tinues throughout the first period, but in most cases disappears
rapidly after the change of teeth. During the period when they
are living most intensely with those around them through
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semi-consciouslyimitating them, children are little concerned
with their hearers in their more conscious speech.

DurJng the Sp?ingTerm the children had enjoyed very
much.mde?dhearing.the story of th? Elfi_nGrove with many
beautiful pictures painted by an artist friend. The children
sat down to model in a very happy mood, but a little boy over

six said to his companion, rather seriously, "I've never seen

any fairies; I don't believe there are any, do you?" As children

near the end of this first period of life, the realization of two

planes of existence gradually creeps in, and then they ask,
"Is it true?" The harmony which should prevail during the

transition from the time when these two planes exist in their
consciousness and yet are not kept distinct, to the time when

they are accepted as belonging to different spheres, may be
disturbed by premature attempts at awakening, and by the
effect of mechanical toys, cinema, etc., and this happens only
too often at the present time. To return to the story: Charles

went on modelling in silence and then said again, "Of course

there are angels, but I don't believe there are fairies." Here

upon another child broke in confidentially with, "Well, do you
know, the lady what helps my mother says there's no such

things as angels I" Shocked exclamations from the whole class

followed this statement, but above the hubbub Charles rose up,
and leaning over the table very excitedly exclaimed: "Silly!
tell her she's silly. Tell her to wait till she's dead, then she'll

know there's angels because she'll be one!" Later on Charles

came back to his original question, and this time Nicolas

replied quietly: "Well, you see, some people are a little magic,
and they see fairies; other people don't see them."

GERTRUDE H. SARGEANT.

A Playhour Afternoon

THEplayhour was in full swing. There were about a

dozen children in the large airy room, whose French

windows opened out on to the garden. The lengthening
rays of the afternoon sun fell on the soft pink walls, and these

in their turn appeared to make everything in the room, the
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children, the teacher, the toys themselves, glow and radiate
warmth and happiness.

Round the sand tray, placed in a good light by the window,
three five-year-oldchildren were building hills, towns, rivers,
and castles. "May we have some water please: we want to sail
boats on the river, you see?" said one child.The teacher, whose
task it was to be everywhere and yet nowhere in particular at

the same time, said, "Yes, john," and the child, without being
told what to do, found a coloured mug ran out to the wash-
basins, and fetched the water,

'

Duri?ghis absence, the other two children suddenly broke

up the hills an?castles; and by the time that John had returned,
carefully carrymg the mug of water with both hands, not only
was the sand in the tray a chaos, but a good deal of it was

scattered on the floor.
John became very angry and flung his mug on to the sand

tray and the other two children said to each other, "Let us play
another game." At this moment the teacher intervened quietly.
Picking up a dustpan and brush, she began to sweep up the
sand on the floor. The two children who had demolished the
castle watched her for a little while and then both said, almost

together, "Can I do that, too?" The teacher handed over the

dustpan and brush. "John," she said, "the water you brought
so carefully in the red mug has turned into a lovely lake. There

are shells in the cupboard. If you fetched them, you could
build a high wall round the lake, couldn't you?"

Having redirected the overflowing energy of the three

five-year-old children, the teacher turned to watch a little girl , ·

of three. Singing gently to herself, she spread out a blanket in

the doll's cradle, then another, and after that another; her
doll's hair appeared to need combing, and looking round for a

comb, she saw a long, fiat piece of wood whose shape certainly
had the right proportions; with this she combed her doll's
hair. She then put the doll to bed and piled six or seven blankets

on top of it, smoothing each one out carefully.The next minute

the contents of the cradle were on the floor, and once again the

little girl was spreading out a blanket and another and then

another.
Near her stood a boy with a pale face. He blinked his eyes

seriously as he watched her. He must have been nearly four
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years old. He did not do anything except watch the other

children, shyly, and he did not say anything, except to remark

once that his train, at home, went by electricity. At a small table

nearby, the cas?lethat the teacher was building with bricks of

?any shape?,sizes, and colours, had reached the third storey.
I wonder if I could add another floor?" she said, partly to

herself and partly to the boy. The boy looked interested and

handed her a brick; he added the next one himself. Crash I

Down fell the whole castle. "I'll make it this time," he said

picking up the scattered bricks.
,

.

So the children play.The little ones of three years are awaken

mg gradually to the world around them and learning through
imitation and through rhythm, in all its aspects; they love all

toys that are movable and repetitive. The five-yearchildren, on

?heother hand, are beginning to grow in their limbs and need,

m. co!1sequence? m?chgreater scope for their movement and

will-life, At this time, the will-life develops from a purely
?ynamicactivity into directed and imaginative play, in which

he the seeds for a strong and creative life of will in thought
and deed. ·

M. Rows.

Children tn a Garden

ANideal setting for children is a beautiful garden. There

they can romp, play, truly at home amid the. flowers,

. .

grass, and trees, finding endless interests in the flutter

mg msect world and the movements of the birds. A child

seems to be intrinsically a part of the "growing and becoming"
of which every garden is the scene. The same forces are at work

in the child-though at a different tempo-which seem fairly
to push the plants upward and outward into the light and air.

The &roundbeneath the children's feet is surely all-important.
Shall it be Mother Earth bearing her mantle of plants radiating
out healthful power, or shall it be some concrete mixture on

which no life can · flourish, cutting off light and air from the

patient earth beneath ?
In the gardens of the nursery classes where our children
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playwe use methods of horticulture indicated by Dr. Steiner,
which preserve the "liveness," if I may so express it, of the

earth and plants. No poisonous sprays are used against fungi
or weeds, and no "artificials" go on the ground. We think

the?e chemicals kill the life forces of the earth and plants,
actmg often as harmful drugs. They merely tend to make the

earth _andplants thirsty so that they absorb more water and

th'l!sincrease ?ulk at the expense of vitality, perfume, and

resistance to disease. Instead of the chemical substances we

give back humus, treated with special herbs. The tas:e of

v?getablesthus grown and .thevitality of the seeds are vastly
different from the commercial variety..

.(is th? seaso?s progress we do garden work with the

c_hildrenmt? which they enter with the greatest interest. At

times the seriousne?s of our mood is beautifully reverent, as we

sow the.seed particularly. That the seed can change into a

whole big plant, actually bearing other seeds, "like we had

before," is a real miracle to these little folk. It is wonderful to

see five-year-olds planting out lettuces with
.

the greatest
delicacy and care for the firm little rootlets and the tender

leaves. A small foot may descend on another less fortunate

seedling at the same moment, as limbs are not quite under

control at this age and have a way of straying, but on the whole

crops are very good. There is a real appreciation for the fruits

of the earth when we gather in what we have helped to

produce. Never was stewed rhubarb so ambrosial as when the

red stalks were ready to pull at last, after many an anxious

inspection. On many occasions they had been found to be too

small, but at last, with the utmost care, we broke off the ruby
s!alks,an? brought them indoors in a truly triumphant proces
sion. This was a happy and memorable occasion. The

next thing was to wash the dainty stalks, cut
.

them up, and

proceed to cook them, remembering to add a generous amount

of sugar. With fervent expectations we prepared the table

elab?rately,and from dolls' bowls and plates we ate our tiny
portions.

Unfortunately we have not any running brooks, but with a

ready mind we can let the stones tell delightful sermons and

find much good in everything, even in a suburban garden,
which, from the children's point of view, is a kingdom of
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delight. As we dig we interview the worms and hear about the
good, kind help they &iyeto the roots below.

At the time of writing, at the end of March, our seed
potatoes which have been developing sprouts before our

eyes (having been upended in a box by the window for the
last few weeks), are now ready to go in the ground before the
end of term. Last year, no gold digger could have been better
pleased with nuggets than we were to find the families the

potatoes had made beneath the earth. Summer bring?the fine

job of carting the mown grass to the compost heap in wheel

barrows, trolleys, anything on wheels. Since it was cut the

grass has been ramparts of castles, heaps from which cocks
could crow, or rain, snow, or hail falling down as fancy
suggested. The number of leaves the autumn winds blow off
the trees for us to collect, again for the compost, must be seen

to be believed.

WANAKA WELLS.

The Nursery Class as a Foundation

far Later Life

AS a layman closely interested in the Education which
Rudolf Steiner has given to the world, and particularly
occupied with the study of modern Society, I am

increasingly impressed with the fact that social problems of

very many kinds can be traced to individual disharmonies
which arise very early in the child's life. We can, I think, see

quite clearly how certain political conflicts can only be under
stood as large-scale expressions of innumerable tiny stupidities
which have been daily enacted in the nurseries of an earlier

generation.
At a recent conference on Rudolf Steiner's methods in

education attention was drawn to the dramatic cleavage which
exists in the modem world between the people who have
excellent intentions, but somehow do not manage to seize
the reins of power, and the people who are notably devoid of
real morality, and even not particularly intelligent, but whose

strong will-forces carry them inevitably into the seats of the
.
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mighty. We have the spectacle of millions of human beings
enduring the rule of dictators, simply because, although.they
may dislike such a life very much, they have no! th? faint.est
idea how to create for themselves the kind of social hf e which

they can imagine as ?deal..Moreover,it is quite cJearthat a

deep distrust of self is typical of modern people in general,
and that most of us feel habitually that it is the job of someone

else to know how things ought to be done, and our function to

find such "leaders" and follow them.
This must mean that for a great many human.beings?there

is a deep inner gulf between knowledgeand action. This gulf
seems often to be particularly wide in clear-thinking people.
An enormous amount is written and said by such P.eopl?abo.ut
how to make the world a better place, but a mysterious inertia,
an inability to seize opportunities for actual creation, seems very
characteristic of them-of us. For the most part, we are. so

dreamily enclosed in the beautiful web of social reform which

we spin out of our heads, that we c?n never rouse o?rselvesto
buttonhole the important man who is probably pass1!1g at that

moment and would with his influence, be an invaluable

colleague. Still less danwe live actively enough in?o the lives

of other human beings with whom we must work in order to

organize and keep in being the great living fabric ?omposedof

actual people in which our ideas must find embodiment.

One can understand how this characteristic of a man, which

determines whether he is going to be a thinker only, or a doer

as well, must have been pretty ?ell ?ettle?in the first seven

years of life. One can see how m this period, as never later,
boys and girls live in th?irwill, in con?tant movement. ?ove-.
ment of some sort is their natural reaction to every experience,
in muscular activity they find .0eir relations?ipto .theworld. ?t
is obvious that anyone who, failing to appreciate this, system?ti
cally tries to make a child sit still and be taught, runs the risk

of ruining the child's character in two ways at least. I? the first

place, the child will certainly.become educated,but m a w?y
foreign to its nature, so that m later years its outlo.okon life

will be artificial and unsatisfying, however correct in matt.ers
of fact: in the second place, the check to sp?ntaneo?s expression
will become permanent, and the adult will certainlyhave ?e
characteristic I have depicted. of finding great difficulty in
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carrying thought into action. A Rudolf Steiner teacher, on the
other hand, though certainly using periods of quiet in a

rhythmical way during th? ?ur?ery-c!assday, will ?ctuallyteach

entirely through the child s imitative faculty, its talent for

experiencingin action whatever is suggested to it.

It is quite appalling to realize how widespread to-day is
the paralysis of th?se creative powers which ?ouldbe present
in every human being. We really are a generation of spectators
and listeners and bystanders and readers. Nor is this confined

to persons of strictly academic type. How do subordinate

clerks, artisans, and labourers (who make up the majority of

our population) employ their leisure hours? They re?d books,
they sit in cinemas,.they.watch foo?balland racu?g, they
listen to music, they listen-in to the radio. All t?esethings can

be good in themselves, but they are all passive, absorbent.

Lenin described religion as "the opiate of the masses":

nowadays we should assign that title to football, or rather the_
.

watching of football.
No human being can be fundamentally satisfied by per

petually listening and reading and. watching. I think it no

exaggeration to say that war remains possible in our time, in

spite of all we know about it, because fundamentally, large
numbers of people are in the habit of expecting something
external to provide inte.restfor them, i?stead of making life

interesting through their personal creativeness. Deep down,
they are perpetuallybored, and dangerously ready to seek self
forgetfulness in some vast catastrophe which will at least give
them something exciting to do-something to do.

It may seem a far cry from world-war to the nursery class;
but it seems quite reasonable to me that a child who has not

been given conditions in which it can play joyously, rhythmi
cally,beautifully, in the first years of life, will inevitably become

an adult deficient in actual creativeness and therefore a bored

and dangerous being. I can quite understand that ground lost

in this way in
.

the first seven years will never be made up

except in comparativelyrare cases where the adult undertakes

a difficult, conscious self-training in later life. And a person
who can do that could have gone still further ahead if the

ground lost earlier had not needed to be made up.
It seems .to me clear also that the quality of our moral
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impulse must be very largely determined within a very few

years after birth. Cannot we see quite clearly how the man who

behaves himself only for fear of the consequences-legal
punishment, loss of caste, unpopularity, Divine wrath, and

so on-must have been a child brought up in earlyyears under

cries of "Naughty, naughty child!" and punishments. Parents

really ought to be forbidden to use the word "naughty"
during the early years. It is a sterile abstraction, meaning
simply that the action complained of is antipathetic to the

parent and-usually-will be visited with painful consequences
to the child. Thus an inner morality grows up consisting wholly
of prohibitions. The adult comes to feel subconsciously "Evil
is that which brings pain to me: Good is that which does not

bring punishment upon me
..

" His morals are thus entirely
negative, and the motive of warm love for what is good and

true does not exist in him.
I can see, too, that direct moral instruction to a small child

·

is rather worse than useless. If the child is intelligent, it will

from. such instruction acquire an intellectual code which may

happen to be theoretically good: but its morality as an adult

will be of the kind which consists in conformity to some abstract

creed, and has no real roots in character. Moreover, the killing
influence of ethical theorizing upon the minds of children must

surely be responsible for the painful feeling so many adults

have that moral acts are rather dull, and that most really
satisfying things are slightly naughty.

How very much better to shape a child's whole day so that

it is entering with positive enthusiasm into a skilfully .varied

succession of occupations, which are beautiful and good because

the teacher quietly sees to it that they shall be! How much more

inspired, when a child embarks on some harmful act to deflect

its impulse delicately into some activity which will satisfy the

same inner impulse wholesomelyI There is no need here for a

sermon: the child inwardly experiences the harmony of the

right way as contrasted with the ugliness of the wrong. By
these methods, the foundation of morals for later life becomes

a positive enthusiasm for healthy and shapely living-as con

trasted with an uneasy tightrope progress over an
.

abyss of

innumerable evils. In this way morals are taught incidentally,
as an inseparable principle of an Art of Living.
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